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Abstract

East African arid and semi-arid lands are home to many of the world's pastoralists
and most spectacular savanna wildlife populations, attracting substantial
conservation and tourism revenues. Yet these peoples are among the poorest (and
most affected by extreme climatic events), and the wildlife is in unsustainable
decline. National governments, international donors and conservation agencies
favour win-win solutions through conservation with development. Maasailand is a
hotspot of conservation, poverty and new initiatives to redistribute tourist income.
We outline pastoralist livelihoods and how these are changing, then summarise
status and trends of wildlife populations, tourism revenues, and conservation and
development initiatives in East Africa and Maasailand. We ask to what extent wildlife
revenues contribute to pastoralist livelihoods and whether this translates into a robust
basis for coexistence. To put in context the role and importance of wildlife- and
tourism-based activities, we outline findings from a multi-site study of Maasai
livelihoods. Livestock contribute half or more of the mean annual income in all sites,
with off-farm work and farming ranking second and third, respectively, except in Mara,
where wildlife-based income contributes around 20% income across all wealth
categories. In most sites, significant areas have been set aside for conservation and
tourism, but wildlife contributes <5% income to a small proportion of households at
most. Few wildlife-derived benefits flow to pastoralists, while conservation restrictions
constrain production and coping strategies, undermining potential for coexistence. In
exceptional circumstances, significant wildlife revenue may reach households, but full
social and ecological implications of associated conservancy agreements remain
unclear.

Keywords: East Africa, Maasai, Pastoralist, Wildlife, Livelihoods, Conservation, Tourism,
Revenue, Ecological and economic sustainability
Background
East African arid and semi-arid lands (ASAL) are home to many of the world's pastora-

lists and most spectacular savanna wildlife populations, attracting substantial conservation

and tourism revenues. Yet these peoples are among the poorest (and most affected by ex-

treme climatic events), and wildlife is in unsustainable decline. National governments,

international donors and conservation agencies favour win-win solutions through conser-

vation with development. On the face of it, conditions appear favourable for pastoralists

and wildlife to coexist in sustainable ways, with tourist revenues compensating for the live-

lihood impacts of any conservation restrictions. National governments, bilateral donors
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and international conservation non-governmental organisations (NGOs) envisage such

initiatives as partly or wholly replacing pastoralist livestock production, which has often

been assumed to be environmentally damaging, with what are seen as more ecologically

and economically sustainable wildlife-based forms of land use. Although there have been

problems with transparency and accountability, in Maasailand there is a rapid proliferation

of initiatives pursuing conservation with development, and these are fast evolving new

institutions managing finances and monitoring enforcement and governance.

To put the contribution of wildlife tourism to poverty reduction and local livelihoods

in context, we first outline pastoralist livelihoods and how these are changing, then

summarise status and trends of wildlife populations, tourism revenues, and conserva-

tion and development initiatives in East Africa and Maasailand. This paper then asks to

what extent wildlife revenues contribute to pastoralist livelihoods and whether this

translates into a robust basis for coexistence. To do this, we look first at the role live-

stock and other activities play in rural Maasai household economies and in livelihoods

overall. Recent analyses have cast households into four economic groups according to

their position on the two axes of livestock holdings and cash income (McPeak et al.

2012). The studies we summarise here sought to capture a further dimension of liveli-

hood strategies: the patterns of household-level diversification into different livelihood

activities. Individual studies are reported in (Homewood et al. 2009). These studies

sought a balanced and contextualised view of the contribution of wildlife conservation

to local livelihoods in rural Maasailand by asking what were people doing, how well

they did, what factors shaped choice of income-earning activities and what factors

influenced how well they did. They explored whether identifiable livelihood strategies

emerged in relation to particular predictors, and within any such strategies, looked for the

significance of wildlife-related activities and income. Taking a comparative approach

across Kenyan and Tanzanian study sites, these data allow evaluation of conservation and

poverty reduction policies and practices.

We argue that rural Maasai land use decisions do not support national- and

international-level assumptions about the benefits of wildlife and tourism, nor about a

relatively lower economic importance of livestock production. However unequally distri-

buted, and however insufficient in themselves to sustain families, livestock emerge as a

vital part of rural and household economies. By contrast, wildlife revenues are site-

dependent, of limited value for most areas and more vulnerable to elite capture.

Pastoralist livelihoods in transition in sub-Saharan Africa

The primary requirements for pastoralist production in ASAL are livestock, labour, and

access to key grazing and water resources. Commonly favourable terms of trade for

pastoral produce against grain make it possible for people to make a living selling milk

or meat from even relatively low herd numbers (Swift 1986; Sikana et al. 1993). Despite

long-term declines, and the effects of subsidised meat and milk products being dumped

on African markets (e.g. The Economist 1993; Oxfam 2002), broadly favourable terms

of trade still underpin successful pastoral economies (Zaal and Dietz 1999; Dietz et al.

2001; Zaal et al. 2006), although drought or epidemic can precipitate rapid collapse into

famine (Homewood 2008). Physical remoteness from markets is often a major con-

straint (McPeak and Little 2006; McPeak et al. 2012), and transhumant movements

may in part be dictated by market potential. Security issues, from periodic raiding to
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outright war,ii also constrain mobility, production and market access (Little 2003; McPeak

and Little 2006, McPeak et al. 2012), as do disease and associated quarantine restrictions.

Within the pastoralist arena alone, there are numerous gender- and age-related liveli-

hood activities around the pastoralist household enterprise, including animal hus-

bandry, processing pastoral produce for home consumption or trade, livestock trade,

politico-legal negotiation and physical enforcement of access to or exclusion from

resources. Pastoralists almost always combine these livestock-focused occupations with

complementary livelihood activities (Homewood 2008): farming, fishing, hunting and

gathering, processing natural resources for sale, artisanal work, wage labour, salaried

employment and/or investment in non-pastoral trade and businesses.

In East Africa, as elsewhere, pastoral areas including many Maasai communities in both

Kenya and Tanzania continue to display wide and deep levels of poverty with respect to

international and national rural poverty thresholds (Oxfam 2006; Kenya: Thornton et al.

2006, Boone et al. 2011; Tanzania: Tenga et al. 2008). Poverty is compounded by adverse

policy and by biophysical disaster. As herd sizes per capita and range areas dwindle, as

access to and movement between key resources become limiting and pastoralist options

are more constrained, people increasingly depend on non-livestock elements of their

multi-stranded livelihoods (Galvin 2009). Diversification of both poor and wealthy pasto-

ralists may be into farming cf. (Mace 1993), but in ASALs, cropping is commonly so risky

and yields so low that only the poorest derive much of their living from farming, with

wage labour, remittances and trade (from petty vending to full-fledged businesses) often

more salient sources of income (Homewood et al. 2009). Pastoralist diversification has

tended to be treated as a special case (Little et al. 2001) but can be seen as a particular

strand within the widely observed de-agrarianisation of African rural livelihoods

(Bryceson and Jamal 1997). Households diversify through necessity, through risk

management, and (for the most well-off) to build a portfolio of investment that goes well

beyond, while still encompassing, pastoralist production and trade (Homewood et al.

2009). People, money and produce continually move between multi-local households. The

rural part of the family may manage herds and crops in different sites with different agro-

ecological potentials. Farming and livestock may operate as wealth store and investment

for urban members' wages; meanwhile, rural households share farm produce with town-

dwelling kin (Homewood et al. 2009; see also Iliya and Swindell 1997). Town-based wage

earners may send remittances, and host children attending school or sick people attending

hospital. Some pastoralists are able to intensify, using supplements, veterinary inputs,

fodder crops, tighter integration of farming and livestock, ‘improved’ high-yielding

(but drought- and disease-prone) breeds and more market-oriented models of produc-

tion. For example, better-off herd owners may buy up poorer families’ young male calves

and vaccinate them, enhancing survival and rearing a much higher proportion to com-

mercially valuable size (Homewood et al. 2006).

What is the role of wildlife-based incomes in this complex tapestry of pastoralist

livelihoods? Diversification and intensification mean increasingly sedentary life ways

that allow access to farm work, jobs, markets, schools and hospitals, but impact

adversely on livestock mobility, performance and production. Two crosscutting

trends make pastoral production harder: land fragmentation (and land alienation)

constraining mobility, and climate change, which is expected to make mobility even more

crucial (Galvin 2009; Davies and Nori 2008). Alone among the many potential pathways
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of diversification outlined above, wildlife-based activities commonly promote more open

rangelands theoretically consistent with mobile pastoralist production strategies. With

wild grazers and domestic livestock depending on the same key resources, and pastoralists

using mobility and migration strategies that closely parallel those whereby wildlife make

the most of patchy and unpredictable grazing and water, there are synergies to be found.

However, the overlap also potentially makes for competition and tradeoffs between wild-

life and pastoralist land uses.

Tensions around tradeoffs are intensified by policy. Kenyan and Tanzanian governments

see pastoralist livestock management (mobile transhumance on unfenced, unmodified

rangelands) as unproductive and environmentally damaging e.g. (URT 1997; MoLF.

2006). Pastoral migration to south Tanzania is perceived, without good data, to be driven

by pastoralists' own degradation of their rangelands (Brockington 2006). Regional and dis-

trict governments impose draconian confiscations of cattle and fines, constraining pas-

toral activities while benefiting from their productivity. In contrast to the generally

negative official take on mobile pastoralism, wildlife tourism is portrayed by these same

agencies as an environmentally and economically sustainable means for pastoral groups

to diversify, generate revenues and improve well-being. These schemes almost invariably

aim for wildlife activities to replace pastoralism through a part of its range, and thus,

for the two to coexist alongside one another, rather than overlapping fully within

the same space (as was originally intended to be the case for multiple land use

areas like the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, and as is envisaged for buffer zones

around protected areas).

Wildlife, tourism, conservation and development in East Africa

Conservation is big business in East Africa. Tourism is regularly among the top three

contributors to GDP and to foreign exchange earnings in Kenya, accounting for USD

884 million in 2010 Kshs 73.7 billion; (Ministry of Tourism 2010). Despite the global fi-

nancial crisis, Tanzania earned USD 1.16 billion from tourism in 2009 (The Tanzania

National Website 2009). In both countries, tourists are strongly drawn by the appeal of

wildlife alongside other attractions. Conservationists see tourists' dollars as one of the

principal means to generate meaningful income for the rural poor (Roe et al. in press).

Government policies (URT 2002, 2005; UNDP/UNEP/IIED/IUCN/WRI 2005), conser-

vation NGO projects (AWF 2005), entrepreneurial initiatives (Nelson 2004; Lewa

Wildlife Conservancy 2010) and research publications (Pearce and Moran 1994; Hutton

et al. 2005) all promote wildlife-based tourism. Maasailand, the region of Kenya and

Tanzania dominated by Maa-speaking pastoralists, is a hotspot of conservation, poverty

and new initiatives to redistribute tourist income and is a good place to explore dynamics

and distribution of revenues.

In Kenya, Maasailand and other pastoral areas represent among the fastest growing

tourism destinations (33% growth in bed-nights 2004 to 2005; Ministry of Tourism and

Wildlife 2006). In Tanzania in 2009, 16 National Parks earned USD 43.8 million;

Ngorongoro Conservation Area, USD 22.6 million; and tourist hunting, USD 14.9

million (The Tanzania National Website 2009). In both Kenya and Tanzania, the

highest earning protected areas are situated within, and effectively excised from,

Maasailand (Figure 1), as is a high proportion of the two countries’ conservation

estate overall. Parts of Kenyan Maasailand have shown rapid economic growth driven by



Figure 1 Kenya and Tanzania Maasailand, protected areas and study sites.
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wildlife conservation, rising domestic and export markets for crops and rising land values

(Norton-Griffiths and Said 2010).

However, the wildlife populations are in drastic and well-documented decline. Kenya's

long-term aerial count datasets show that there has been a 50% to 80% decline in
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numbers of the vast majority of wildlife species since counts began in the mid-1970s

(Ottichilo et al 2001; Homewood et al. 2001; Western et al. 2006, 2009; Ogutu et al.

2011). This decline is as marked within as around protected areas (Western et al. 2006).

Though data for other East African regions are less complete, and declines seem less

apparent in Tanzania (Homewood et al. 2001), similar trends are emerging (Sinclair

et al. 2008). For example, Stoner et al. (2007) collated 1980s to early 2000s aerial census

data for large herbivore populations in eight large census zones in Tanzania. Of those

that showed significant changes, most declined. Thomson's gazelle, Grant's gazelle,

hartebeest, reedbuck, roan antelope, sable antelope, warthog and zebra declined in

over 50% of the zones where they were surveyed, though elephant and giraffe generally

fared well across the country. Around Tarangire, elephants are increasing, while wilde-

beest are declining (Sachedina 2008).

These declines have taken place despite heavy investment in wildlife management and

conservation by governments and international conservation NGOs (Norton-Griffiths

2007; Scholfield and Brockington 2009). There are a number of possible causes of wildlife

decline, which can be categorised using Diamond's ‘evil quartet’ of factors driving species

extinctions. These are habitat loss, introduced species (including disease), overhunting

(by human or non-human predators) and secondary extinctions (following the prior

extinction of organisms on which the species under consideration depends). In the

case of East African wildlife, each of these factors has been shown to apply to

some extent for individual species in individual sites. For example, in Serengeti and

Ngorongoro, temporary local extinction of wild dog and a drastic decline in lion

populations were both caused by an outbreak of canine distemper (Sinclair et al.

2008, page 3). Across Africa, rhinoceros are perennially vulnerable to illegal hunting.

Some rhino subspecies are thought to be locally extinct in a number of sites, and others

have been hunted to near-complete or complete regional extinction across East Africa

(Sinclair et al. 2008), page 39; (Milliken et al. 2009). On Laikipia Plateau in Kenya, preda-

tor increases associated with private conservancies and their interplay with livestock

ranching are thought to have driven down wild herbivore numbers in ways that impact

unevenly across numerically dominant as opposed to relatively less numerous species

(Georgiadis et al. 2007). More generally, decades of ecological research have shown that

forage scarcity, predator pressure, outbreaks of disease and other factors acting whether

singly or in concert have all limited the populations of individual East African savannah

herbivores (Sinclair et al. 2008). However, both at the global level (Lambin and Meyfroidt

2011; Mace et al. 2005) and more specifically in Kenyan and other East African rangelands

(Western et al. 2009), habitat loss is increasingly emerging as the most salient cause of

species decline. The marked synchronous decline of regional populations of over 40 large

mammal East African savanna species between 1975 and the present day, while exa-

cerbated by the interplay of numerous individual factors, is likely to be driven pri-

marily, though not exclusively, by loss of habitat through land fragmentation and

conversion to cultivation. Species decline across the board around Mara, and

across Kenya more generally (Western et al. 2009), has been linked to proliferation

of large-scale commercial cultivation on the one hand (Homewood et al. 2001),

and of smallholdings on the other (Lamprey and Reid 2004), along with subdi-

vision and fencing off of private plots within formerly communal open rangelands

(Nkedianye et al. 2009). These changes make it increasingly difficult for wildlife,
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as well as livestock, to access grazing and water, and to move between key dry

and wet season resources.

Economic analyses suggest that the relatively poor contribution of wildlife to

landowner-entrepreneurs and the considerably greater returns per unit area from com-

mercial crops influence choices to convert land to large-scale cultivation (Norton-Griffiths

et al. 2008; Norton-Griffiths and Said 2010). Around Mara, households making the most

from conservation revenues were also those investing most in commercial cultivation in

ways not compatible with sustainable conservation (Thompson et al. 2002). Besides

owner-entrepreneurs, nation states such as Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania are increasingly

leasing very extensive areas of rangelands to foreign entrepreneurs and states for large-

scale cultivation of biofuels and food crops for export (Zoomers 2010), suggesting that

for these states, the returns from leasing out rangelands for cultivation outweigh

the combined use values and intrinsic values of wildlife.

Similar considerations may be just as important in local smallholders' livelihoods

choices. However, as well as direct economic benefits, land conversion is also driven by

the local people's strategies for securing what is otherwise weak land tenure in range-

lands. This is because rangelands may constitute key seasonal grazing areas but are

seen by states as unproductive and unused, and therefore as available for alienation

(Sachedina 2008; Thompson and Homewood 2002; Thompson et al. 2009). As well as

economic and tenure strategies, people have taken up cultivation because of state pressure

to grow crops, with countries such as Tanzania holding up farming (and the land conver-

sion that inevitably accompanies it) as a national ideal, continually emphasised through

the school system and the media (Bishop 2007).

Given the evidence for habitat loss as driver of species decline and for the salience of

economic incentives encouraging land conversion, we ask to what extent wildlife revenues

contribute to pastoralist livelihoods and whether this translates into a robust basis for

coexistence. To put the role and importance of wildlife- and tourism-based activities into

context, we outline and draw upon findings from a multi-site study of livelihoods in

Kenya and Tanzania Maasailand for detail of methods, (see Serneels et al. 2009, and indi-

vidual case study sites in Homewood et al. 2009). The analysis we present below of pasto-

ralist livelihoods around protected areas is a step towards exploring how conservation

needs and pastoral goals might be reconciled, and coexistence made a more sustainable

possibility.

Study area
Maasailand is a loosely defined area of some 150,000 km2 of mostly arid and semi-arid

rangeland straddling the Kenya/Tanzania border in East Africa (Figure 1). The rural areas

are dominated by Maa-speaking agropastoralists and pastoralists, though increasingly

large urban areas (Nairobi, Arusha, Moshi, Monduli, Narok) attract considerable in-

migration from across the region and internationally. An overall rainfall gradient from the

dry southeast in Tanzania (500 mm/year) to the wet northwest in Kenya (1,200 mm/year),

combined with the Rift Valley topography and the influence of Lake Victoria, generate a

diversity of local climates, with comparable growing conditions and vegetation types

repeated across different land use zones and on both sides of the border. These range

from seasonally very productive short-grass associations such as those which characterise

the Serengeti Plains (and prior to conversion, the Loita Plains in Kenya) to taller stands of
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grass in wetter areas, grading into bushland, thicket and Acacia woodland. Some areas in

the Ngorongoro Crater Highlands and the Mau Escarpment carry montane forest, and

there is gallery forest along the Mara River. In addition to these vegetation formations,

land cover includes increasing areas of cultivation, ranging from hand- or ox-based small-

holder farming to broad stretches of mechanised, commercial systems. Many different

state, community-based and private conservation initiatives exist across the area; these

vary in approach, levels of community participation, and in type and scale of potential

returns to different stakeholders. The international border bisecting Maasailand creates

parallel zones of different land-use and conservation orientations linked to the different

policies and conditions existing in the two countries: Kenya has private land ownership,

relatively developed transport and market infrastructure, and a strong private enterprise

ethos, whereas Tanzania has state ownership alongside customary management of land,

poorly developed transport, poor market access and an economy that is still largely

centrally controlled.

This paper makes a synthesis of findings from multisite studies of Maasai livelihoods,

drawing on work by independent researchersi studying three Kenyan and two Tanzanian

sites (Table 1, Figure 2; Homewood et al. 2009). Each site constitutes a population of

Maasai living near a conservation area (Table 2). The five sites (Tables 1 and 2,

Figure 2) represent very different circumstances and opportunities for diversifying,

ranging from communities around high-earning conservation areas (Mara: Thompson

et al. 2009), to low- (or no-) earning wildlife management areas (Longido: Chenevix

Trench et al. 2009). They spanned remote rural areas dominated by herding and farming

activities (Amboseli: BurnSilver 2009; Longido: Chenevix Trench et al. 2009) to areas with

commercial cultivation and mining (Tarangire: Sachedina and Chenevix Trench 2009), to

peri-urban sites (Kitengela: Nkedianye et al. 2009) where land leasing, marketing produce

and off/non-farm employment are important income streams (Table 2).

Methods
The data and comparative analyses outlined here build upon published standardised income

and explanatory variables which were collected or derived for each of the study sites during

the period 2004 to 2006 by independent researchersi and their teams, according to standar-

dised definitions and approaches as agreed during the DGIC-funded Reto-o-Reto project

(Serneels et al. 2009). Those data were based upon household surveys, with sampling which

used wealth ranking and, in some cases, stratification of households by spatial location. In

total, over 1,000 households were surveyed (Table 1) representing a broad cross-section of

Maasai in pastoral rangelands. Our interpretation and analysis also draw upon published

cluster analyses which identified groups of households with similar patterns of activities in

each area and regression analyses which identified significant factors explaining variation in

income levels across households (Serneels et al. 2009). Our analysis and interpretation also

incorporate insights from published family portrait studies which captured qualitative,

household-level pictures of livelihoods and livelihood change (Homewood et al. 2009).

Results and discussion
Great variability in livelihood strategies and in wealth was expected (and found) both

within and between sites. Briefly, each site had a cluster of livelihood strategies corres-

ponding to households which were primarily dependant on pastoralism (cf. households



Table 1 Five study sites across Kenya and Tanzania Maasailand

Site Area
(km2)

Rain
(mm/pa)

Number of
hh in sample

AE/
hh

TLU/
AE

Livestock ownership
by wealth

Reference

Mara 6,500 400 to
1,200

219 7.4 13 Top 25% own 58%
TLU (1998) (dropping
to 36% in 2004)

Thompson et al.
2009

Kitengela 390 <600 177 4 7.2 Top 20% own
47% TLUs

Nkedianye et al.
2009

Amboseli 8,400 350 to
600

184 8.9 6.3 Top 10% own
45% TLU

BurnSilver 2009

Longido 9,220 300 to
600

229 8.9 4.2 Top 7% own
50% TLU

Chenevix Trench
et al. 2009

Tarangire 22,200 650 194a 5.7 3.8 Top 20% own
66% TLUs

Sachedina and
Chenevix Trench 2009

Hh Household, AE adult equivalent, TLU tropical livestock unit. For technical definitions, see Sellen 2003. aIn Tarangire, a
sub-sample of 37 hh was studied in depth; 27 of these were also included in the broad-scale survey: livestock figures are
derived from these.
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'staying' as primarily pastoralist; McPeak et al. 2012). Beyond this, each site showed

a different array of clusters or livelihood strategies representing different combina-

tions of activities in different relative proportions dictated by local circumstances and op-

portunities. This great variability is summarised here under livestock, farming, off-farm

employment and wildlife-related activities.

Livestock

Pastoral production accounted for well over half of the mean income for the pooled

samples in each site (Figure 1). While most (91% to 100%) households had livestock, a

significant proportion in each site had too few to support household members fully.

Most animals were concentrated in the hands of a few, with the top 10% to 20%

households owning half to two-thirds of all livestock across all sites (Table 1).

Reliance on non-livestock income was therefore a necessity for most, especially for the

poorest, quite apart from being a potentially positive investment option for the well-off.

Nonetheless, in each site, across all different wealth categories and across most livelihood

strategies, people were actively purchasing livestock. Poor households continued to seek

to rebuild their herds, while better-off households continued to invest in new animals.

Farming

Farming was widely practised. Maasailand is mostly semi-arid, and most households had

limited access to agro-ecologically favourable sites. In four out of the five study areas,

>50% of households farmed (Kitengela 68%, Amboseli 57%, Longido 67%, Tarangire 88%;

see Figure 2). In Mara, only 13% households cultivated.

However, yields were generally poor and contributed little to overall incomes. In Mara,

Longido and Kitengela, >50% of the households that farmed harvested nothing. Amboseli

yields were variable; again, many households failed to harvest. Crops accounted for just

2% of the mean total income in Mara, 8% in Kitengela, 12% in Tarangire, 14% in Amboseli

and 21% in the poorest site, Longido.

Farming contributed to livelihood security on several levels. In addition to the bene-

fits for food security and opportunities for commercial cropping in some sites

(Mara, Tarangire), cultivation has been an effective means of staking claim during

land privatisation and subdivision e.g. Kenya, Mara; (Thompson et al. 2009), and



Figure 2 Five study sites and mean proportional composition of household income in each case.
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countering protected area expansion e.g. Tanzania, Tarangire; (Sachedina and Chenevix

Trench 2009).

Both direct observation and remotely sensed land cover analyses showed extensive

large-scale commercial cereal cultivation in the outer ring of former group ranches

around the Maasai Mara National Reserve (MMNR). However, both the proportion of

households involved in commercial cultivation and its total acreage dropped signifi-

cantly between 1998 and 2004 with the completion of land titling across most of the

area studied and more recently with the rise of conservancy agreements across the

former group ranches immediately adjacent to MMNR (Bedelian in press). Alongside



Table 2 Context of wildlife-related and other income streams

Site Protected area Conservation/ eco-
tourism project

Non-farm Crop and livestock

Mara Maasai Mara NR
earns $15 to $20
million pa

Numerous conservancy/
WA/tourism operations;
64% of hh earn from
wildlife, which averages
>20% mean annual income

Richest site in livestock;
commercial cultivation/
land leasing declining

Kitengela Nairobi NP KILA operates leaseback to
keep rangeland unfenced;
14% of hh get ca 3% mean
income this way

Urban effect: Land
values > Kshs
100,000/acre

Off farm opportunities;
urban market for milk
(1/3 livestock-related
income) and crops

Population times 2.5
from 1989 to 1999

Amboseli Amboseli NP/NR Numerous small tourism
operations bring little to
outer, drier group ranches

Wetlands converted to
intensive production;
dry land cropping is
risky

Longido None, but ringed by
protected areas

Enduimet WMA sets aside
majority of land for seven
villages: State captures
returns, negligible
trickledown

Poorer hh rely on
(limited) wage
opportunities for
food and to rebuild
herds

Poorest site

Farming essential;
livestock are few but
central

Tarangire Tarangire and
Manyara NPs = 13%
area; $4.5 million pa
gate fees, $0.5
million hunting
revenues

Emboreet CBC; Manyara
Ranch

35% of hh get
mining-related
remittances; 45%
respondents have
been involved in
mining

Mechanised maize
cultivation initially
tenure strategy, now for
commercial profitOngoing conflict:

Sachedina (2008)

CBC community-based conservation, hh household, KILA Kitengela landowners' association, NP national park, NR national
reserve, TLU Tropical livestock unit, WA wildlife association (Kenya), WMA wildlife management area (Tanzania).
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poor rainfall and declining soil fertility, the transaction costs of dealing with multiple

smallholders (as opposed to dealing with the group ranch committee for large areas)

made large-scale farming in Kenya Maasailand difficult.

Large-scale cereal farming had also spread around Tarangire. Maize cultivation was a

lucrative possibility for households able to invest in mechanised farming (Sachedina

2008). However, opportunities for such large-scale farming were not widespread else-

where. In the poorest site, Longido, with the highest proportion of households farming,

former village-owned high-potential lands on the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro (east of

Longido town) had long since been leased by the state to outside investors (Chenevix

Trench et al. 2009).

Off-farm activities

Half or more households (50% to 85%) earned off-farm income from petty trade, business,

wages or salaried income and remittances (Figure 2). Returns from casual unskilled work

are a fraction of those for regular jobs as teacher, driver or government official. Potentially

large but ephemeral income streams from gemstone mining and brokerage, and land

leasing, tended to be seen as secondary in importance to livestock and other economic ac-

tivities. Off-farm work accounted on average for 8% Mara, 20% Amboseli, 30% Tarangire,

34% Longido and 43% Kitengela income - second only to livestock in most sites, other

than Mara (Figure 2). Earnings from off-farm work are particularly salient in two sites: the

poorest site Longido (where the poorest households depend entirely on off-farm income

or remittances; Figure 3) and peri-urban Kitengela, where there are increased opportu-

nities for such work. This bears out analyses emphasising the need for off-land work and
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the willingness of pastoral peoples to pursue these activities e.g. Sandford 2006; Boku

2008; Galvin 2009; McPeak et al. 2012).

Wildlife-related income

There are wildlife-based initiatives in all sites and in most cases, established protected

areas too (Table 2). In principle, there are multiple channels whereby local people may

derive income from wildlife-related activities. These divide into returns at community

level and those which come direct to the household or individual. Possible wildlife-

related income streams differ between Kenya and Tanzania, and between different sites

within countries.

In Kenya, MMNR gate fees flow to the Narok County Council with a proportion trans-

lating into community development. In some sites, a proportion of gate fees earned by

other protected areas (national parks, Ngorongoro Conservation Area) are also said to be

channelled to community development (but often with little transparency or accountabi-

lity; see e.g. Sinclair et al. 2008, pages 452 to 454). Returns at the community level are

supposed to translate into improvements in health, education, transport and other

community facilities though they may be dissipated through poor central, district-

or community-level governance, elite capture or outright corruption (Thompson

and Homewood 2002; Sachedina 2008). In some cases, tour companies pay contractors

directly to carry out village-approved improvements (Sachedina and Chenevix Trench

2009). In both Kenyan and Tanzanian sites, some individuals received bursaries for educa-

tion or medical treatment either through community board decisions (Thompson and

Homewood 2002) or direct from tour operators (Sachedina and Chenevix Trench 2009).

However, with land privatisation around Mara and Kitengela in Kenya, former

community-based organisations (e.g. wildlife associations formerly congruent with group

ranches around Mara) have largely ceased to function. Instead, they have given way to

one-on-one, standardized land lease deals between individual landowners and conser-

vancy enterprises around Mara, and conservation easements around Kitengela. Some

landowners have privately owned tourist campsites on their land (Thompson et al. 2009).

In Tanzania, bed-night payments, concession fees and contributions from game viewing

or hunting companies could originally be paid directly into village accounts for social de-

velopment projects, but the new regulations for wildlife management areas (WMAs)

mean that these monies are intercepted at the level of central government (Sachedina and

Chenevix Trench 2009). Wildlife-related income has in the past been used on occasion at

village level to offset cesses (village-level taxes) in Tanzania. This created positive but ar-

guably invisible impacts on household income, in that these community-level effects are

not captured by household survey. However, where data were available, it was clear that

village-level benefits were easily captured by local elites and were not having the

broader impacts on livelihoods that could influence household decision-making in

favour of conservation-compatible land use (Sachedina 2008; Nelson et al. 2009).iii

Household surveys in all sites focused on income streams coming to individuals within

the household. Wildlife-related income was recorded to include activities that would

otherwise be categorised as returns from business or salaries but which would not be

available as opportunities without the wildlife (Serneels et al. 2009). Some individuals

secured employment as labourers or guides e.g. (Sachedina and Chenevix Trench 2009),

as community scouts monitoring set-aside areas (e.g. Kitengela; Nkedianye et al. 2009),



(a)

(b)

Figure 3 Livelihood strategies in Longido. (a) Different strategies are represented according to annual
household income from livestock, agriculture, conservation and off-farm sources. The first bar of the chart
represents undiversified pastoralists; the others have significant proportional contributions from other
activities. Some households (‘poor’) had no source of income or production, other than remittances from
absent members. (b) Same data represented as proportions of mean total income for each strategy. Note
that most have no wildlife-based income, but only the poorest have no livestock.
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and as Kenya Wildlife Service rangers (Thompson and Homewood 2002; Thompson et al.

2009). Some individuals derived income from tourist-oriented activities, such as cultural

boma performances, sales of beadwork, jewellery and other craftwork. In at least one site,

some villagers had received payment for facilitating illegal hunting, though such activities

could not be systematically researched through household survey.

To summarise, compared with the universal engagement with livestock and the wide-

spread involvement with farming and off-farm work, only a small proportion of house-

holds received wildlife earnings in most sites (3% to 14%). Averaging across those

households which do derive income from wildlife, amounts were small in most sites,

contributing <5% of the mean annual income (Figure 2).

While overall few Maasai households earn from wildlife, and the sums they make do

not compare with main income streams from livestock, crops and off-farm sources,

landowning households close to the MMNR saw real benefits from conservation-based

enterprises. In contrast to the other sites, two-thirds (64%) of the households in Mara

earned some income from wildlife, and wildlife conservation accounted for 21% of the

mean annual income for Mara households in the sample (Figures 2 and 4). This is

explored in more detail in the next section.



Figure 4 Relative importance of different income sources across different wealth quintiles for
households. (a) Mara and (b) Longido households; (1 = poorest/least livestock, 5 =most livestock).
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Conservation, wealth and poverty in Mara

MMNR is Kenya's highest-earning wildlife tourist destination, taking 15 to 20 million

USD annually (Norton-Griffiths 2007). Numerous additional wildlife enterprises have

grown up around Mara, with landownersiv on the now-adjudicated, subdivided and

privately owned former group ranch lands able to capture wildlife returns. There has

been a rapid evolution of revenue-sharing institutions around Mara since the 1970s,

from the initial 19% county council MMNR gate takings paid to group ranch wildlife

associations; through post-group ranch, politically constituted wildlife associations; and

most recently, conservancy partnerships between tourism investors and landowners

(Thompson et al. 2009; Bedelian in press). The most recent conservancy agreements

offer better security of income to landowners, through rent rather than bed-night

payments. They require 5- to 15-year covenanting of the designated area, during which

current resident households must move out. In covenanted areas, land sales, homestead

construction, cultivation and fencing are excluded, as is grazing of livestock under most

circumstances (Bedelian in press). Conservancy arrangements may offer a better deal

for landowners (Thompson et al. 2009) and better conservation outcomes (Western

et al. 2006). They remain to be evaluated in terms of implications for wildlife popula-

tions (Western et al. 2009), impacts on households forced to move by conservancy

restrictions (particularly those relocating herds, and those who are non-landowners and

who therefore receive no compensatory revenues), and impacts on receiving areas

(Bedelian in press).
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In Mara, wildlife revenue made up 15% to 30% of the mean household income across

the wealth spectrum from the poorest quintiles to the best-off (Figure 4), second in

importance only to livestock. However, the top 25% of Mara households by wealth con-

sistently captured 60% to 70% of conservation income. The bottom 25%, by contrast, cap-

tured around 5%, rising to 15% if all forms of associated conservation-related employment

are included. The middle 50% took around 25% of conservation-related income across the

board. Despite significant changes in the volume of tourism returns between 1998 and

2004, there was minimal change in this pattern of distribution across wealth ranks.

The poorest 20% of households were consistently more likely to be engaged in cultivation

and/or off-farm work and significantly less likely to receive wildlife income than other

households (Thompson et al. 2009).

The total volume of tourism returns in Kenya fell significantly between 1998 and

2004, probably as a result of the impact on tourism internationally of the attacks on the

World Trade Center in New York in 2001. Tourism collapsed again in 2007 to 2008

following Kenya's post-election violence. In the pre-conservancy era 2004 Mara sur-

veys, mean conservation incomes to households earning from what were then wildlife

associations and campsites averaged just 25% of their 1998 value. Within that changing

flow of revenue, the relative proportions captured by the wealthiest, middle and poorest

Mara households stayed remarkably constant. However, between 1998 and 2004, propor-

tions of households receiving income from wildlife associations fell from 55% to 37%.

Overall, the proportion of households reporting income from the wildlife associations and

campsites (which were the main wildlife-based initiatives at the time) dropped from

55% to 41%.

Despite inequalities, conservation earnings reached most households in the Mara

sample, and returns at household level, while very variable, on average, made a sig-

nificant contribution. However, comparison of Mara with the four other sites sug-

gests that these benefits are linked to conditions rarely met elsewhere. MMNR is

high-earning compared with other tourism destinations. The households sampled

are predominantly those of present landowners situated close to the MMNR, who

are able to command pay for game viewing or accommodation on their land.v By

contrast, households elsewhere that are remote from tourist attractions or near

lower-earning sites, or do not own land, are less able to compete for conservation

jobs or have little access to wildlife income overall. This applies to the outer

Amboseli households (BurnSilver 2009); those close to Amboseli National Park re-

portedly earn significantly more, possibly comparable to those in Mara (Western,

personal communication). In the poorest site, Longido, livestock remain the most

important livelihood. Additional income streams are dominated by returns from off

farm and farming, while wildlife revenues are minimal and poorly distributed

across the wealth spectrum (Chenevix Trench et al. 2009; Figures 2 and 3b).

Conclusions
These findings underline the lasting, central importance of livestock to livelihoods

across Maasailand. As for other studies (Boku 2008), livestock holdings represent the

single strongest measure or indicator of other dimensions of wealth in all sites.vi By

contrast, they emphasise both the generally limited contribution of wildlife and conser-

vation income to households and its salience under special circumstances in Mara.
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Diversification is clearly occurring widely across Maasailand but is not necessarily

profitable. Non-livestock income presents a potentially positive investment option for

the better-off able to access high-quality, well-watered farmland, or relatively high-

paying jobs, or to intensify their livestock production. For the poorest families, non-

livestock income represents the only means to achieve food security and the only hope

of rebuilding the herd. In practice, however, returns to marginal agriculture, irregular

unskilled work and petty trade are so low that these households end up drawing down

on their assets rather than building them up. Such poverty is distributed across liveli-

hood strategies: there is no clear combination of activities that does best economically

in any given set of circumstances (Homewood et al. 2009).

A recent analysis of livelihoods in the northern Kenya rangelands plots the position

of households on the two axes of livestock holdings and cash income (McPeak et al.

2012). According to which quadrant they fall in, households are seen as ‘left behind’

(with below average holdings and cash income), ‘staying’ (as pastoralists, with above

average livestock holdings but below average cash income), ‘moving out’ (from pastoral-

ism, with below average livestock holdings and above average cash income) or as suc-

cessfully ‘combining’ (pastoralism with other activities, above average for both livestock

holdings and cash income). The present analysis seeks to go beyond this by looking in

more detail at the relative contributions of individual activities to livelihoods, at the

ways these combine to produce livelihood strategies, and at the role of wildlife-based

revenues within these strategies.

These findings first highlight the lasting importance of livestock to Maasai house-

holds. Livestock remain central to subsistence, to pathways out of poverty and to

wealth storage/accumulation strategies, alongside people's need or strategic choices to

diversify into non-livestock activities. If we were to consider the social importance of

livestock in maintaining social relations and not just their economic value, their signifi-

cance would be all the greater. This absolutely central economic and livelihood import-

ance of livestock is consistent with findings in the northern Kenya/southern Ethiopia

pastoral rangelands (McPeak et al. 2012). The crucial importance of livestock produc-

tion in these ASALs for both national economy and local livelihoods remains un-

acknowledged by most government policies in Kenya and more particularly in

Tanzania, and also by many conservation interventions (WISP-IUCN 2007; Behnke and

Muthami 2011).

Second, cultivation is widely practised but gives very limited returns. Besides adding

to food security, it may be a tenure strategy, curbing land-grabbing (Zoomers 2010;

Igoe 2007), including what is perceived locally as hostile encroachment of conservation

on customary rangelands (Sachedina 2008).

Third, off-farm income is a very significant component of present-day Maasai liveli-

hoods, usually more so than agriculture, but ranges from poorly paid, insecure, often

dangerous work (miners, watchmen, sex workers) to secure jobs with wider political/

economic prospects (teachers, MPs).

Fourth, these results suggest that communities portrayed by some as the wealthiest

land- and stock-owners in East Africa (Norton-Griffiths and Said 2010) have average

incomes far below the dollar-per-day international poverty line and often below na-

tional rural poverty thresholds too. Given that these average income values are skewed

upwards by a small number of well-off households (Homewood et al. 2009), and
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median incomes are in most cases around half mean values, poverty remains both wide

and deep in Maasai rangelands despite potential land values and tourism earnings

(Table 3). The mean and median incomes we documented broadly overlap but in some

cases exceed the ranges of incomes in the northern Kenya/southern Ethiopia range-

lands, mostly similarly below poverty line (Little et al. 2001)

Last but not least, wildlife generally performs poorly for livelihoods. With the excep-

tion of Mara, wildlife brings little or nothing to the vast majority of Maasai. If wildlife

does not become locally valuable, it may continue to decline (Norton-Griffiths 2007;

Norton-Griffiths and Said 2010; Ogutu et al. 2011).

Why does such a potentially profitable enterprise bring so little local benefit? These

communities have historically captured little of total tourism earnings, with approxi-

mately 95% accruing to tour operators, service industry workers, and the state (Nor-

ton-Griffiths 2007; Norton-Griffiths et al. 2008; Norton-Griffiths and Said 2010). The

small amounts captured are then poorly distributed (Homewood and Thompson 2010).

Proportions captured by local residents are even lower in Tanzania (Sachedina 2008) as

they trickle through official channels, top-sliced at each stage from central and district

governments through to the communal level via WMAs.

In part, this reflects chronic problems of governance and accountability at local, dis-

trict and national levels e.g. (Walpole and Leader-Williams 2001; Sinclair et al. 2008;

Homewood 2009; Bedelian in press). In Tanzania, wildlife enterprises earned tens of

thousands of dollars annually for one village on the edge of Tarangire, and yet these

revenues were easily dominated by local elites (Sachedina 2008). Ololosokwan village,

situated east of Serengeti, was able, briefly, to earn around $50,000/year from photo-

graphic safari operator use of its lands. However, the central government feared that this

arrangement would conflict with a hunting block whose revenues they control. In

November 2007, a surprise ministerial declaration criminalised local-level deals for

wildlife-related enterprises, capturing all such returns for the state, with no requirement

for a set proportion to be returned to the community (TNRF 2007). Such unequal con-

tests between state and local communities for control of conservation enterprises and

their returns have become a common occurrence in Tanzania (Nelson 2004; Nelson 2007;

Baldus 2009). They are made the more unequal by the involvement of global investors

(Igoe 2007). In their comparative study of community-based conservation, Nelson and

Agrawal (2008) observe that the hunting industry in Tanzania is eminently corruptible,

providing easily diverted revenues within a generally impoverished national economy.

Another reason is the historical experience of many Maa-speaking pastoralists. Con-

servation, for them, is associated with large-scale eviction and exclusion (from Serengeti,
Table 3 Mean value of total annual gross income in US dollars per household per year
(±standard deviation)

Total gross income Kitengela Amboseli Mara Longido Tarangire
(N=26)

$/household/year 2,511 ± 2,497 1,583± 1,655 2,625± 2,892 733 ± 1,518 2,317 ± 2,150

$/AE/year 453 ± 445 178± 186 474± 563 74 ± 107 403 ± 380

$/AE/day 1.24 0.49 1.29 0.20 1.10

$/person/daya 1.78 0.48 0.84 0.16 0.85

AE adult equivalent; aKenya's official poverty line is Kshs 1,239/month (CBS 2003; equivalent to $0.53/person/day).
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Ngorongoro, Tarangire, Amboseli, Mkomazi; Figure 1) with fines and harassment, com-

promises and deals that were not honoured and outreach programmes providing few tan-

gible benefits (Brockington 2002). Their experience of new revenue-sharing initiatives is

rarely positive, and where it could be (as in some emerging conservancy agreements

around Mara) distributional and knock-on effects of displacement are only just beginning

to register. The livelihood choices that Maasai face now are shaped by decades of such

experiences, perceptions and stories, as well as by complex communal politics, making it

hard to build trust and cooperation (West et al. 2006; Adams and Hutton 2007).

A third reason has resulted from the efforts of the conservation lobby itself. The

growing financial success of the African Wildlife Foundation went hand in hand with

its growing out of touch with dilemmas in Maasai villages (Sachedina 2008, Sachedina

2010). This meant that it was poorly equipped to engage effectively with the fierce local

politics that surround conservation initiatives in this region. Engaging with communi-

ties with such a record is an extremely difficult task.

Finally, these conservation enterprises have been given tremendous publicity, por-

trayed by their advocates as win-wins, good for wildlife, good for people, good for the

economy, participatory, empowering and liberating (Igoe et al. 2010). Yet, there are few

robust and in-depth evaluations of these initiatives, and where they have been examined

in detail, these schemes rarely produce the benefits they claim. Once returns are divided

up among the total population concerned, apparently high aggregate sums allocated to

communities soon become insignificant as one-off payments. Moreover, distribution may

often be highly inequitable. As this paper underlines, revenues from wildlife rarely begin

to compensate for loss of mobility, access to and control over important natural resources,

which ‘community-based’ and other conservation restrictions entail. Even relatively

successful schemes produce thoroughly dissatisfied groups marginalised from the

lucrative revenue streams flowing past them (Il Ngwesi, Kenya; Castillo 2004). Tanzanian

WMAs in Burunge (west of Tarangire; Igoe and Croucher 2007), Longido (Homewood

et al. 2005; Chenevix Trench et al. 2009) and elsewhere in Maasailand (Nelson et al. 2009)

have restricted the use of the villages' grazing lands while removing their right to control

returns or else have caused local displacement and eviction. Yet, conservation business is

booming in East Africa; wildlife-based tourism remains a big earner for some, and analysis

of the great majority of conservation NGOs in sub-Saharan Africa confirms their promo-

tion of wildlife-based tourism as a money earner or source of significant investment

(Brockington and Scholfield 2010).

This is an arena where considerable profits can be made precisely because the distribu-

tion of revenues is so uneven, and local and national governments are so easily compliant.

However, circumstances are hardly conducive to mutually beneficial relationships sought

by conservationists, governments and development organisations, nor ultimately to either

the sustained recovery of currently dwindling wildlife populations, or the alleviation of

wide and deep poverty.

The prospects are not good. In Kenya, the draft National Land policy set out innova-

tive and socially equalising reforms which have come up against vociferous challenge

by vested interests (MoL 2007a, b; Homewood 2009). Remaining areas of communal

land are under threat from privatisation and/or state capture (Norton-Griffiths, per-

sonal communication). The Wildlife Bill 2007 (MTW 2007) proposes command and

control of wildlife-related activities on private land. Private conservancies buy out some
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pastoralist landowners and establish set-aside agreements with others (Thompson et al.

2009; Bedelian in press). The extent to which they work for people on the one hand

and wildlife on the other remain to be shown.

In Tanzania, the situation is still more alarming. A strong anti-pastoral environmental-

ism pervades the country, driving evictions from Usangu in 2007, in which people died,

removals from Loliondo, a resumption of attempts to evict pastoralists from the joint land

use area of the Ngorongoro Conservation Area and large-scale confiscations and fines in

Kilosa and Mbarali. Meanwhile, the Tanzanian state commitment to conservation was

applauded by US politicians and their sponsors at the International Conservation Caucus

Foundation in Washington DC before the Serengeti Road issue surfaced; (Homewood

et al. 2010). These are not incentives likely to make conservation-based enterprises work

for Maasai communities in Tanzania. The short-sighted and self-defeating way in which

Tanzania has implemented ‘community conservation’ has been severely criticised by one

of the most experienced conservation practitioners in the field (Baldus 2009).

The fact remains that there are underexplored synergies between pastoralism and

wildlife. Their shared interests in maintaining open rangelands and the possibility of

mobile, migratory use of grazing and water resources could underpin not only biodiver-

sity gains, but also adaptive responses to climate change (Davies and Nori 2008). That

climate change may further constrain the already risky cultivation that has spread in

these arid and semi-arid rangelands, driven by poverty on the one hand and commer-

cial possibilities on the other. Conversely, allowing policies and practices which further

erode open rangeland and mobility entails inevitable losses both to livestock produc-

tion, which is of central importance to livelihoods, and to wildlife, which is of crucial

significance to biodiversity and also to any potential that tourism may hold for eco-

nomic growth and poverty alleviation. Positive developments in the management of

wildlife-based revenues and project governance in areas like the MMNR may be emer-

ging just in time to curb further declines in wildlife. However, the absence of wildlife

benefits across the broader landscape, and their failure to flow to the broader array of

non-landowning pastoral households, is driving the persistence of poverty. This suggests

that the East African rangelands continue to move away from rather than returning to the

spectacular coexistence of wildlife and pastoralism they sustained for the past millennia.

Coexistence remains a possibility. There is a real role here for international conservation

agencies. They need to use maximum integrity, skill and awareness to encourage the state

to foster policies and practices that can genuinely bring benefits to local poor people, as

well as to international conservation, and truly foster coexistence. The first stage in doing

so will involve honest recognition of the real effects of the current policy and practice.

Endnotes
iWithout detailing all those involved in data collection and analysis, lead researchers

included (besides KH and PCT) David Nkedianye and Patti Kristjanson (Kitengela);

Michael Thompson (Mara); Shauna BurnSilver (Amboseli); and Hassan Sachedina

(Tarangire). See Homewood et al. 2009 for full details.
iiThe last decades have seen repeated wars in pastoralist areas of Ethiopia, Somalia

and southern Sudan. These conflicts are well documented as having flooded East Africa

with modern weaponry currently used in predatory raids on (and between) northern

Kenyan, southern Ethiopian and northern Ugandan pastoralist groups. In 1978 and
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1979, Tanzania and Uganda were at war in the Kagera area, which is primarily pastora-

list rangeland. At the time of writing, Kenya is formally at war with Somalia, in areas pri-

marily used by pastoralists. Besides formal declarations of war, Kenyan and Tanzanian

militaries joined forces during the 1990s to eliminate bandit groups moving from Kenya

into northern Tanzania and reportedly massacring villagers in Loliondo and Ngorongoro

Districts (e.g. Daily News 3.11.1998 as cited in Olajammi 2006). Violent conflict and

outright war continue to impact on pastoralist livelihoods across sub-Saharan Africa

in general and East Africa in particular.
iiiThis is not universally the case across Maasailand, and there have been instances of

community-based tourism resulting in meaningful revenues that were then well distri-

buted (Nelson and Makko 2003).
ivThis paper does not go into the process of privatisation, which dispossessed many

vulnerable families (Galaty 1999) but focuses on the impact of conservation business

on current, mostly landowning residents.
vHouseholds which were not able to secure claim to a private plot have been excluded

not only from the possibility of such wildlife income, but also from the landscape as a

whole (Galaty 1999). By definition, they cannot appear in our sample.
viTarangire data do not allow for direct comparison.
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